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International Affairs 
-' The most menacing gesture 
against the peace of the European 
1 nations and possibly of the entire 
world came with the threat by 
Soviet Russia to break up the non-
intervention pact entered upon by 
all the major countries of Europe 
in an effort to preserve neutrality 
after the outbreak of hostilities in 
Spain. 
Accusing Italy, Germany and 
Portugal of assisting the rebels, 
-^Moscow definitely stated that they 
'Were considering sending muni-
% tions and supplies of all kinds to 
the beleaguered rebels in Madrid. 
The repercussions from this state-
ment were immediate. Germany 
jntensif ied her attacks on the good 
-faith of Russia and the other Fas-
cist nations joined her. Thus far 
the threat seems to have been 
"averted, but the discord is still 
. evident. Meanwhile in Madrid the 
' Loyalists prepared to make a last 
defense against the Rebels, whose 
4 lines" are' almost within sight of 
the capital. 
All available men have been 
rushed to the battle front and every 
- pijece of equipment in Madrid is 
• being placed in position for the 
battle that is supposed to decide 
the war. The Spaniards supporting 
the government are hopeful -of 
-Russian support in spite of the 
neutrality pact and are determin-
> ed to hold on until all possible 
,^ 'hope is lost. 
' , In France rioting broke out 
1 anew as the government under-
took to disband the Fascist troops 
of the Croix de Feu Street battles 
between Communists and Fascists 
broke out in a dozen quarters at 
once, and at the close of the week 
"grave doubts existed as to the 
ability of the liberal Blum cabi-
net to maintain itself against the 
rising tide of the Fascists and the 
, extremists within its* own ranks-
The devaluation of the franc has 
'contributed to the general unrest 
although it is said in most re-
liable quarters that this move, (the 
' devaluation) is the longest step 
toward ultimate adjustment of the 
internal pressure in France that 
could have been made and will go 
'far to putting the countries of 
./'the world on a more friendly bas-
1 is.-
. ' In the far East China and Japan 
,' are again accusing each other of 
bad faith in regard to adjustment 
' of, sporadic outbreaks in Northern 
" 'China, and another Japanese puni-
tive expedition seems likely as the 
- dismemberment of China and its 
".gradual assimilation under Japa-
n e s e domination proceeds as surely 
if not as spectaculai'ly as the origj-
-inal coup. 
Domestic Affairs 
-'; • The Presidential campaign op-
' ened with its heaviest artillery 
-last week as Candidate Roosevelt 
and Candidate Landon abandoned 
':the' shadow boxing of the past 
i month and settled down for the 
stretch race to the November wire. 
• ,-Land'on opened up on the social 
security law, attacking it as poor-
ly, written and a burden' on the 
'^laborer ^while Roosevelt accused 
!, (Continued on Page 3)' 
American Art 
On Exhibit In 
Reading Room 
A group of twelve pictures 
selected by Living American Art, 
Inc. to be exhibited simultaneously 
at 250 points throughout the Un-
ited States is now beingv shown 
in the Beeson Reading Room of 
the library. This group is the first 
of four such groups to be exhibited 
during the year, under the spon-
sorship of the Art department. 
In every instance the painters are 
alive and working in this country. 
The jury which selects these 
pictures is composed of three well-
known artists - Louis Bouche, Ale-
xander Brooks, and Adolf Dehn-
and Professor Hughes Mearns of 
New York University. 
A feature of the show is the 
novel catalougue prepared espe-
cially for the exhibit. The cata-
logue opens with a statement of 
the method employed by Living 
American Art in its national dis-
tribution of fine color prints. It 
devotes a page to each of the ar-
tists included in the show. After 
a short biography there is a brief 
statement by the artist himself of 
the actual situation or incident 
that led him to do the particular 
work in the show. These cata-
logues will be in the room. Vis-
itors will please leave them there 
as the supply is limited-
The exhibition inaugurates a 
plan whereby the work of the best 
contemporary painters becomes 
available to the entire population 
of the country, and the painter for 
the first time * in the history of 
Art, may 'secure a living from 
royalty on the sale of fassimiles of 
his work. Prints of the reproduct-
ions to be exhibited may be ob-
tained at five dollars each. 
The exhibition will continue for 
two weeks. 
'I've had enough," tho Sophomore cried. 
"The Slipper's not for me. 
The FRESHMEN are too good. 
And that's too bad for me." 
Sophs Stage Slipper 
Skit 
Competition for the Golden 
Slipper is reaching a high point 
with all plans being kept very 
much in the dark with no releas-
es whatsoever for publication. As 
a result of the chapel appearance 
of "Sophomorella" odds are a bit 
in favor of the sophomores as we 
go to press. 
"Sophomorella and the Golden 
Slipper" was presented with Ed-
ith Crawford in the role of Sopho-
morella; Betty Holloway and Oliv-
ia Johnson as the cruel stepsis-
ters, Mary Kethley as the cruelrer 
stepmother, Mrs. Ama Knutt, Jr; 
"Skeets" Morton as Prince Col-
lege Government; Marion Arthur 
as Senio Rita, Sophomorella's fary 
godmother. The whole skit was 
rendered to the tune of "My 
Darling Clementine" with extra 
musical effects by Grace Drcwvy. 
Freshmen rallied to the effects 
of the skit by publishing a cartoon 
in this week's edition of the Col-
onnade. 
Final rehearsals will be held all 
next week with the big event 
scheduled to come off on Friday 
night, October 20-
- Mallory Star Of 
Play From Al-
cott Book 
Campus drama fans are eagerly 
awaiting the Jester presentation 
of the Ravold dramatization of 
"Little Women" folloving the an-
nouncement of the casi» Some dif-
ficulty was eneouiucieil in casting 
the play as sine3 ''Little Women" 
is such a well-known, well-worn 
favorite, certain types have become 
rather crystallised in the eyes of 
the general public as being fit-
ted to tha /a.-ious roles. The Jes 
ters have ibne a good piece or 
work iii i!e!c.'tintj the players, as 
the list as published seems to in 
elude those people who are emin-
ently suited to the part.: they arc-
to portrav. 
Catherine Mallory will again 
"Hepburn" it in the role of Jo, 
a part which Catherine has want-
ed to play for some time Scotchie 
McGavock is cast in the almost 
(Continued on Page 4) 
Annual Event 
Launched By 
Corinthian 
Newly elected members of the 
Corinthian staff presented a chap-
el program on Friday at which 
time the plans for the issuing of 
the magazine for the year were 
put before the student body. 
The staff members 'include 
Blanche Mabbitt, editor-in-chief; 
Sarabel Moivfjford, associate edi-
tor; Dorothy Rivers, literary edi-
tor; Martha Angley, alumnae edi-
tor; Louise Moore, exchange edi-. 
tor; Mary Houser Brown, busi^ 
ness manager; Ledra Delamarr, 
assistant business manager; and 
Harriette Fuller, circulation man-
ager. 
The staff hopes to print one 
thousand copies each edition and 
they will attempt to finance the 
magazine through advertising 
without student subscriptions. This 
will then make copies of the Cor-
inthian available for each student. 
(Continued on Page 4) 
Little Makes Suggestions 
To Prospective Teachers 
As has already been reported in 
this paper the placement bureau, 
under the direction of Doctor 
Harry A. Little, had an unusually 
successful year during the past 
school session. With the hopes of 
having an even more successful 
year, in order to give our grad-
uates the best possible equipment 
so that they may be placed in 
good positions, Dr. Little has pre-
pared a tabulation of some of the 
things which will help you get a 
job; additional incentives to a 
superintendent to hire you. This 
list is based on the results of his 
experience with the demands of 
superintendents and prospective 
employers. Dr. Little's report 
follows in detail: 
Things Which Will Help You to 
\ / Get a Job 
The experience of the Placement 
Bureau in helping girls secure po-
sitions has shown me that there 
are several things which add to 
the possibility of securing good 
positions. "Some of them are: 
(1) "Any elementary teacher has 
her chances of securing a posi-
tion enhanced many times if she 
can play a piano or lead singing, 
or both. *• 
'(2) There, is a great demand for 
teachers who have had training-in 
expression or dramatics-' 
(3) At the present time there 
is a great demand for teachers 
who have had training in library 
science. v This is especially true 
of history and English teachers-
(4) There is a great demand for 
teachers of English who can take 
charge of the high school paper. 
(5) High school teachers who can 
coach girl's basketball have a bet-
ter chance of securing employ-
ment. 
(6) There is an unusual demand 
for teachers who can teach com-
mercial subjects and for home ec-
onomics teachers. This is un-
doubtedly due to the emphasis be-
ing placed on vocatonal training in 
high schools at present. 
(7) Superintendents are always 
interested in what the teachers 
can contribute in addition to teach-
ing inxthe class room. 
(8) If) she has any experience in 
play-ground activities, teaching a 
Sunday, school class, working in 
an office, "or in almost anything, 
it adds to her chance in securing 
satisfactory vwork. 
(9) When it comes to the actual 
(Continued on Page 3) 
Book Given by 
Peggy Marsh 
To Library 
Just started at the Ina Dillard 
Russell Library is a new organiza-
tion called the FRIE.NDS OF THE 
LIBRARY. 
It is a new kind of movement 
for: friends to help libraries all 
over the country in much the 
same way that they have aided 
schools in former years. These li-
brary groups are sometimes com-
posed of alumni of a college, or 
they, may be made up of a cross-
section of the population includ-
ing the newspaper editors, lead-
ing lawyers, ministers, doctors, 
and other representative citizens 
who are interested in books and 
reading. 
The latest member of THE 
FRIENDS OF THE LIBRARY is 
Margaret Mitchell, who gave a 
copy of GONE WITH THE WIND 
to the library with the following 
inscrip'tiqn: "For the Library of 
the Georgia State for Women from 
Margfaret Mitchell." In a letter 
accompanying the book she said: 
"I would like to present this copy 
(to 'the library, for I shall be hap-
py to be considered one of the 
Friends of the Library." 
The library' has already some 
?reat Friends among Milledgeville 
peoiple. Dr. and Mrs. J. "L. Beeson 
have given many valuable original 
manuscripts and rare books. Other 
Milledgeville people have made 
quite valuable contributions. 
One of the most important gifts 
ever made to the library was the 
Alberta Telfair Gould Memorial 
Fund, the interest from which is 
:spent, for unusual 'and1 interestng 
books on geography and travel 
The alumnae association of G-
S. C W. is sponsoring the local 
organization of THE FRIENDS 
OF THE LIBRARY. Mrs. J. 
L. Beeson is leader of the group 
of' FRIENDS who happen not to 
be alumnae of the college. It is 
hoped that the alumnae associa-
tion, through its many chapters, 
will wo|rk for a fund, the interest 
from which will be used to pur-
chase books for general and recrea-
tional reading for tho students. 
These books will be kept in rthe 
Beeson Reading Room on the up-
pe4|||oor of the library. 
6th District 
GEA Meet Is 
Held Here 
Chemist Will Speak 
Here 
The Chemistry Club is spon-
soring a visit of Miss Elise *C. 
Shover to the G. >S. C W. cam-
pus, on Saturday, October 17-
Miss Shover is chemist of one of 
.^the leading bakeries of the country 
and is secretary of the Georgia 
Division of the American Chemi-
cal Society. She will speak about 
all the things that have to be an-
alyzed and tested, which go into 
the making of bread. 
At 6:30 the Chemistry Club will 
entertain at a dinner in the tea-
room and at, 8:30 'Miss Shover 
wjU speak in Ennis Recreation 
Hall The students and faculty 
members arc invited1 to hear Miss 
Shover talk. 
Educators of t(he jsixth Con-
gressional district held their < an-
nual meeting of that <• division of 
the Georgia Education Association 
at G. S. C. W. on Wednesday. Out-
standing speakers of the day in-
cluded Dr. Thomas Alexander,, of 
New College, Columbia University; 
Superintendent M. D. Collins; 
president of the G. E. A.; State 
superintendent M. D. Collins; 
Chancellor Sanford of the Univer-
sity System; and Ralph Ram'sey, 
new secretary of the G.'E. A. 
The meeting was opened {at 
nine-thirty in the auditorium with. 
an invocation by Dr. Horace Smi;th, 
of the Methodist Church. The' 
guests were welcomed by , Dr. 
Wells, speaking for Colonel'Jenk-
ins, Superintendent Bivins and G. 
S- C W., official hosts for the oc-
casion. 
President Saxon .spoke of .the 
possibility of securing^legislation 
for teacher *retirement^and ' ten-
ure since it is the avowed ^ pur-
pose of the incoming state ad-
ministration in Georgia to cooper-
ate with the national security set-
up. However, Superintendent Sax-
on stressed the necessity|of leav-
ing the, control of schools' fargely^'-
in the hands of local counties and 
cities. "Never again do we want 
it made possible for any central-
ized authority to be. given blue 
pencil authority over school legis-
tation", stated1 the G'. E. A. leader. 
Mr. Collins struct the key note 
of his address on equilization of 
educational opportunities . in '. the 
state as he said, "Every Georgia 
child is Georgia's responsibility 
and Georgia's opportunity." Point-
ing out the wide discrepancies in 
division of money for education 
between the counties, he advocated 
the nine-month term, well trained"' 
teachers, and sufficient supple-
mentary reading matter for * every 
school child in the state. 
Chancellor Sanford in.demand-
ing a new tax measure that-will 
distribute the burden equally to 
all parties concerned, expressed 
his faith in the general assembly 
in caring for legitimate .tax sup- • 
port for education. "What Geor-' 
gia needs," he said, "is not 15' 
mills limitation, but a new tax 
act!" 
Other speakers of the,morning 
were Mrs. Charles Center,,'.^res-
ident of the Georgia Congress of 
Parents and Teachers; Miss^Xnne 
Taylor, who spoke,on the' health 
(Continued on Page* 4) M \ 
Carets'Coach CGC", 
Boys 
, III .1 ll.HIII.IIM 
1 I 
Juanita Summer, Lois Peebles, 
and Inez Paul began Monday) tOc-
tober 12, teaching att the'v CCC 
camp at Stephens Pottery^ ,10 miles • 
southwest of Milledgeville. ,This 
"is a new service in the training 
of teachers recently, inaugurated 
by the department !of education. ^ 
The student teachers accomp-
anied by a.supervisor will go','do 
. |Y' I 
v 
i , » 
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- , 'Ml 
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the camp three afternoons" a week' h' Y^ 'U 
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THANK YOU, DR. WELLS 
,The Colonnade staff sincerely appreciates your kind words 
in regard to the paper. We all were decidedly elated for 
the rest, of the day after your compliment to us in chapek 
More thjan anything else we want the reaction of the student 
body ajfid the faculty members to the paper we are putting 
out. fOf course, jt is extremely pleasant to have bouquets 
tossei in our direction, but we are just - as ready for the 
brfckAats. In the first edition of this year's volume we 
made to plea for student reaction and expression of, that re-
actionpwe have been receiving it all along—some of it in fav-
..or of fhe changes we have made; some of it unfavorable. 
"""- ~"Dj seems- that the new type of paper being used is the 
subject of the most discussion. We note this week that 
the Eimory Wheel is the newest convert to; the ranks of the 
.: • news-print users. The Wheel has long been published on 
;• book paper similar to that formerly used! for the Colonnade. 
With this year both the size and the paper have been changed 
• So we are .not indulging in anything unprecedented in col-
legiate newspaper circles. We honestly think the news 
print preferable- both from the standpoint of giving the; pub-
lication the appearance of a real news paper and of the disr 
tinet opportunity for better printing whichi it offers.'So try 
it out a little? longer, those of you who do not like it at pres-
ent—we're sure you'll be in favor of it soon. 
ft 
THE BEESON READING ROOM 
V' 
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• It is' with great pleasure that we note that the browsing 
r,oom of the library has been.officially christened the Beeson 
Reading Room in honor of Dr. Jasper Luther Beeson, our 
former president, and his gracious wife. It as very fitting 
that we have on this campus a concrete tribute to their serv-
ice arTd-great contributions to this campus as well as that 
tribute of Jove and respect which every student who attend-
ed G. S. • C. W. under the presidency of Dr. Beeson! and, every 
other student who has come here after his retirement but 
who has come to know, him feels. / . 
" When the browsing room was first established it was /With 
'the greatest approval on the part of the student b o dw It 
came in answer to a real demand felt by the student to 
• have some, place oh the campus to escape to some extent 
from the life of over-organization and complexity that is 
the campus. It also answered the need for a place where 
guests might be entertained and it proved to be an ideal 
.place for the'receptions given in honor of some of the artists 
1 whov appeared on last year's concert series.K Later when ^  the fiction; books were put on open shelves 
• around, the room, it' was a source of even greater enjoyment 
•to the campus. It would be an ideal situation if there was suf-
ficient space in the library to have all the books—fictional 
and non-f ictional-on open shelves so. that the student might 
see exactly whatsis available.' But since this is impossible, 
"least a step toward, an approximation!of an ideal situationa. 
' When that was done,; we had a real "browsing" room^a room 
' that met with the immediate indorsement of the students as 
'' the placing,of the fictional material on open shelves was at 
a whole: • •<* , . 
'" Now the final touch has been added—the designating of 
' '.it-afl'ttie Beeson Reading Room. It will remain as a tangi-
ble!' symbol of the appreciation of the "college for the remark-
able * work, the Beesons have done and the excellent service 
, th'ey-have rendered. " ' t . „ ^ ', • • It seems, to us that the reading room is an especially flt-: ting tribute,to them, as its atmosphere of quiet and calm, its 
invitation to the pleasure that may be found in reading are 
Rent Library 
A glance through the files of 
the members of the rent library. 
shows that it is rather poorly pat-
ronized by the student'body with 
scarcely more than a dozen stu 
dents registered as belonging to 
this adjunct of the library. In view 
of the unusually fine ooks on the 
shelves of tbt rental library and 
the very small fees charged first 
for membership and then for rent-
ing of the books, it seems that 
there should be a much larger rep-
resentation of students among the 
members. 
It is readily understandable 
that in view of the carefully bal-
anced budget for the school year, 
that the lai'gest portion of the li-
brary allottment must go for ref-
erence books, for books for "sug-
gested reading" for those books 
in short which the faculty mem-
bers deem absolutely necessary to 
amplify the material offered in 
the text books of their subject. 
This, then, lefeves but a small 
margin to be spent for what might 
b etermed "recreational books" 
those to' be read for pure enjoy-
ment. , 
To supplement the fiction avail-
able in the library, the rental sec-
tion was established last year. The 
beginnings of it were made pos-
sible by the discontinuation of the 
Faculty Book Club The books 
formerly the possessions of that 
great organizaton were the nuc-
leus of the rental library, with ad-
ditional books being purchased 
from the proceeds. The rent library 
scarcely pays for itself; it very 
definitely is not a money-making 
proposition, all proceeds being 
spent for new books-
It offers to the students c 
chance at the very best of the 
best sellers. I t is another val-
uable opportunity for self- im-
provement- As such, i t is cer-
tainly worthy of more student 
support than it' is now receiving. 
So, when you are once again in 
funds, after, your budget has re-
covered from the effects of your 
concert series membership. Join 
the rent library! 
ON THE t 
B O O K S H E L F 
Editor's Note 
- In Margaret Mitchell's latest 
letter to Martha Angley, her cam-
pus discoverer, she P. S.'s . • .;. 
"Yes, I am wondering too who will 
play the parts in the movie. But 
I do not' know. F sold the 'movie 
rights outright and have no con-
nection with the production. I am 
not even going to Hollywood as 
an 'adviser.' What good could;! 
doanyway? In spite of all my ef-
forts' they would probably insist 
on' making the characters say "you 
all" when addressing one person." 
Mainland, by Gilbert Seldes. 
Scribner and Sons 
Editor's note: we are running 
this week a book review by Dr. 
McGee that appeared in the Ma-
con Telegraph. Although the book 
is not in the college library, we 
wanted) to reprint it because it is* 
a book of timely interest and we 
hope the library will get i t ' 
Some will regard" this book as 
an attempt to extol middle class 
virtues in the name of the Amer-
ican Democracy. Others will see 
in it the petulant resentment of 
one whose attitude is Midwestern 
against the corrupt and European-
ized East- Still others Will take 
the authoi*'s word that it is "an 
attempt to discover what America 
means." Some will discover a 
nigger-in the woodpile when they 
read the favorable analysis of the 
New Deal, and others will see a 
thinly disguised work of Repub-
lican propaganda in the author's 
partiality' to freedom of produc-
tion over the economy of scarcity. 
Briefly there are likely to be as 
many interpretationso f the mean-
ing of this book as there are read-
ers. The reason is that the auth-
or rarely succeeds in making his 
point of view sit still. 
The book abounds in quotable 
sentences many of the best of 
which the publisher has thought-
fully assembled on the jacket, so 
that the prospective customer may 
read and enjoy, then buy the book 
in the hope of finding more in-
side. And he will find more in-
side, which he will underline. But 
when he adds them all together 
he will discover that the total is 
as elusive as a will-o-the-wisp-
There arei pithy expressions of the 
author's attitudes on -a multitude 
of questions, but they lead to no 
tangible conclusions as to "what 
America means" or where she is 
going. 
The first part of/ the book is, 
devoted to a bitter denunciation 
of the "intellectuals" who- have 
criticized America for not posses-
sing the artistic sensibilities of 
Europe. Seldes objects to the 
practice among America's Eur 
peanized -Eastern intellectuals of 
extolling the artist and scorning 
the,.practical man. He even says 
that, throughout the ages, "on 
the(yvalue of artists We have chief-
ly the testimony of artists them-
selves." One suspects, however, 
that Seldes is quite ready to ac-
cept the practical man's evalua-
tion' of the practical man- His 
error with respect to the artist, 
it seems, is that he has mistaken 
the nineteenth century romantic 
conception of ar t for the universal 
conception, and that he has felt, 
as he gleefully punched holes, in 
the former (as has been done 
many times before) that he was 
demolishing the critic who de-
plores America's lack of art. 
v Seldes resents fine ar t and calls 
it un-American because it is en-
joyed only by the few, because it 
is "aristocratic instead of demo-
cratic. He feels that since much 
of Europe's finest ar t grew out 
of tyranny and slavery, "America 
can have.no such art unless she has 
also the slavery. "The magnificent 
fountains of Versailles played 
just before the knife of the guill-
otine fell. The, American w"ho 
yearns for the beauties of Eu-
rope has to decide, first of' all, 
whether he is willing to•" pay the 
price they cost; and the;• American 
who deplores the ugliness of Amer-
ica has to be very sure that ugli-
ness isn't part of the. price we, 
pay, at the beginning, for liberty." 
Interesting, quotable, but hardly 
convincing. 
Seldes defends the popular arts 
as opposed to, the intellectual; The 
movie, radio, the popular song, 
are democratic and American, 
hence of genuine interest and 
value." I t was wrong for intel-
lectuals to criticize the movie 
and the radio because they fell 
into the hands of commercial ex-
ploiters. They should have rush-
ed in to help the early experi-
menters and told them of "the 
possibilities of the camera and the 
projector" so as to save the in-
dustry from vulgarity and in-
sipidity. In other terans they 
should have seen farther into "the 
future than most men are wont 
to see, .farther than the experi-
menters themselves saw. And not 
having done so, they should hold 
their criticism, or, like Seldes, re-
joice that the popular ar ts are not 
more, vulgar and.commercial than 
they are. 
After this countercharge against 
the charges of the intellectuals, 
Seldes turns to American history 
and offers what he calls a "brief 
statement of : the formation of 
America." . He makes an . at-
(Continued on Page 4) 
Georgia State College For ;Women* Saturday, October 17,1936 
The super-sleuths are on • m y 
trail already, I hear, with Ghar-
lotte Edwards being nominated as 
suspect number one iparticularly 
by third floor Belh A ; Dr- McGee 
was heard to say that ,he knewtl 
wasn't- a French, major, •because^ 
his name hadn't been mentioned 
in the column yet. Now that h(B 
has been mentioned, I hope^ .this 
will throw him off the t rack . ,v ; : ? 
And while the chase goes Oil: 1 / 
have had a very enlightening: ses-;; 
sion of snooping. ^What .with; twei;; 
unmarried men on the faculty this 
year^ cbmpetition is keen. Despite 
the failure of the 'campus queens^ 
to- interest the only, unmarried, fa-\. 
culty member last year, 'they: eyi- ! 
dently still have hopes. '•. Two 
members of the) senior class who :I;-; 
heard "went to town" with Maes-;;; 
tro d'Andrea a t the senior recep-;: 
tion and dance the other night,••• 
may be interested to; know' t h a t : 
there is a dark horse in the run- + 
ning—a member of the junior cass,: 
who is aso\ interested in musicK 
They have been seen; strolling • 
home from church every Sunday ; 
since school opened. ^/••'•'S-.-ft 
' En route to Camel's Hump :Oii;f 
the Cabinet-Commission hike::, the ;• 
other day Scotchie McGayock ;pullr 
ed afastolne. While passing one 
of the new additions to the resi-!: 
dential section, someone remarked,: 
that a certain house looked l ike; 
it had come out of a magazine^: 
Whereupon Scotchie cracked, •: "Youi^ 
mean, i t looks like it ought:to'•$0', 
put back into a' magazine." ':~i:'•}"$\• ;|S 
Incidentally, that hike was s6inef; 
affair with Massey pulling aSfasty 
one on Ev Greene, who^wasiprw-'^ 
home. When Ev was unable*to:?ire 
m 
'&?• 
A1'. •;/ l.-v: 
.' ;/To be a firm believer in giving 
;.creditv; where; credit is due, one 
/must congratulate the. sportsters 
'iwho; faithfully defend the front 
| campus ; every afternoon armed 
7,with bows, arrows,;; golf clubs, 
fand badminton rackets. Especially 
fdo :!the Sophomores and! Freshmen 
?: deserve ia salute for having a 
crowd out for volley ball. The 
Sophomores had fifty six out yes-
terday with the Freshmen coming 
close. One rather loses sight of 
Juniors and Seniors these days. 
Sueh a pity,' too. They used td' be 
\ a, lot of fun; to play with. 
,• Yolley ball is THE sport on the 
campus these days- Plans for the 
f tournament are getting under .way-
AA leader will be elected this after-
noon from any class to act as ass^-
i^tant manager. The representa 
sm 
SCSiLBS 
Collegiate Prattle 
To college, to college, 
To get a diploma; 
Home again,, home again, 
Still in a* coma.—Daily Trojan. 
Love is like an onion; 
You taste it with delight, 
But in a while you wonder 
Whatever made you bite. 
Paulia- '•','• • 
De 
' » • 
fe*^!-;''tivtea fto Recreation Board have 
Ip$!0'*^selected' one girl from each class 
to get up teams fVn* challenge 
week and the .tournament which 
Will be held the week of November 
i:Sftsi-'SySv"3,;ll.,^Practices •> will:;'begin'. immedi-
l a t e ly . Support your class- The 
iisistei' classes will have an exhib-
^ ion/game- oh Thanksgiving day 
''for the Home Coming Alumnae. 
And. who is there among us who 
did 'not have a swell time ,at the 
annual hike ? ' Of course it rained, 
but' what was a little rain, com-
pared to the fun? This was one 
^mm. 
^imFfa 
m::-:w 
m. 
noine- Y¥nen'J!*v..was.unaDie:^w:i«-v.;w;;;w>,;-^.v^ •••••. , ;"••••, ' • 
• ,i . . '::^-:>: ; ..• •••••wv^-;14j^x^^i:^^fe showed 
call ever hearing of any/constella^:;:^<'m,i-m: ?:*:ffe>t, : , • • .. \ * . ai^"^u. <m 
Parade 
Again, the editors of Vogue an-
nounce a career contest open to 
all women members of the senior 
class of accredited colleges and m> 
iversities throughout the country. 
Again there will be two majoir 
prizes, each offering employment 
with pay on the staff of Vogue. 
The contest consists of two parts: 
first, a series of six quizzes to be 
answered by the contestants and 
graded by the judges''as any col-
lege test would be graded arid, 
second, a thesis oh a general/fasn-
ion subject. The quizzes appear in 
Vd(gue magazines, but you need 
not be a subscriber to be eligible; 
So, if you like fashions and 
want to make them j o u i career 
. . . if you have a flair for writ-
ing . . ; editorially; or; commeraal-, 
ly . ..• if .'ypu;;possess;,the;knack|b^ 
clever presentation :• • •/ if you^are 
interested'; J;inj/; ;a|ir;business:///careerj 
th'ai;;'jtia8;';a;>f(asn^ 
:,'''Vi;l>"'"-1|isi|yOTffi!J,i-'--
It really isn't necessary to have 
visitors come to the campus ih 
order to find gppd-looking clothe? 
to write about./.but Dean Dorman 
was so attractively dressed at the 
luncheon Saturday that we" can't 
miss commenting! on her costume. 
Her dress'."was soft gray, with a 
redingote with a French /, blue 
background and flowered in deeper 
blue, orange, and green. The dress 
had a scalloped collar which-was 
over the redingote. , 
TeCoaeh Harner's black velvet 
dress was the talk;of the campus 
Sunday. It /was fitted, prjncess 
style, swing ski r t 'wi th a ruffle" 
effect /-oh the hemY /The sleeves 
were loose and tight at the wrist, 
buttoned with velvet-covered but-
tons. The dress had a white col-
lar and a double' row of white but-
tons on the frcjnt of the waist. 
Sara- Reed can create an effect 
that will knock your eye out. Tues-
day she/ had on a black silk-linen 
dres|s; / I t was buttoned from neck 
to;them; with quite; fetching little 
iw-hite; buttons/:/a^r,with/the;/.but^ 
Itonholes^b1)uri^ 
bi i t -b r uckle ; S^si^W^ 
bound in black. The dress but-
toned on the shoulders. She had 
on white oxfords and a tomato 
red wool coat, that addedi just the 
finishing touch- • The coat was 
swagger length, full, with a wide 
collar and big pockets and fasten-
ed at the neck by a couple of but-
tons and a loop. ' 
Alice MacDonald has discovered 
the ;:: perfect campus cos tume-
brown flannel culottes, brown short 
sleeyed sweater, and white shirt. 
Celeste Braziel took over GEA 
with her plaid taffeta, green the 
predominating color. It was 
made princess style," buttoned all 
the way down the front, short puff 
sleeves, a wide brown collar, and 
swing skirt. Right accent -
green suede oxfords. 
And so Marian Baughn breaks 
into the Social Register with her 
aquamarine taffeta ^evening dress 
that she wore to the, Senior re-
ception! /Full, skirt; fitted short 
coat /with big. sleeves and /button-, 
ed all the; way;/; little; girlish/ col-l' 
; lar / with; :'g^/'.tib)yiK''irv-i^/i;:^ ^ g^i^i'ii 
{^RpbMe^R^ 
tion known ^ s "John -'the; Baptist"^!;!*ill:^ 
he informed her that he referred/to/;/ /;/;/;;/ 
the "Big Dipper!" / :'''::i'rr^WMWMi'M'; 
' , Speaking;of star 's tudyr^ ; :%a^:/ /? | / : i - /^ 
that two. members of- Mis8^Tait's;||//;*;x:/ 
nature study class were stopped by/vp|u/;";; 
the game: warden - the other day/;!/' | | ; // 
I t developed that they '-were;;h^0i»||f//;^ 
ing bg game — butterfHesi'/rTh^li/lif^l 
warden thought they were going !i:$"f^/t 
a-seining. •//,, '.J'.-:^'^]-^\-p^ 
, 'Flash1—word-has' just/'beeh/:/^;/''/;;/::f;/;; 
ceived that Joan Butler is Vdeb^/|//J/:W 
bing" it during"'the Christmas/hoiit;/S/|fe, 
'days: • Savannah'. goeie-fiy; •will:'''tt^K^f 
% ' ' , r ' . : ! ' . ' .•''!•-.'',•'.-v.v1 V'-V'' 
ceive a charming addition vwhen/?;//•;€/! 
Miss Joan Butler /'returns;/from//0-MM 
her •' studies'; at" the. Georgia-/Stiii*':''^'M• 
College for Women :to':;nwkfe'|fiW'i^^i|fe/ 
social'' bow': during" / ^ e \ / C K r w i ^ s | | p | | / ; / ; 
holidays. (Savannah papers/pleasef/ | |? j |^ 
copy). '; •-^:V'\-'-'v ' ':;/-'V'v^iS^|^:[S 
• • . _ :••.. • ; . ; • • ; ' ; - ; - : ' : : v i : . : ^ v ; . > : , V ; 1 ' ' - W 
•; Some-people,around here'' are/be^;;///-//|r;^ 
ginning to ;learh: 'that/' 'you:';cian^^:"|i|/|. 
wih-^w-hen. you're' ;Up.;^;against/',;/a//i;/i!,|l|l 
Yankee*" Said people ' /b6rrowedl/ i | | | ; ; ; 
as;;many •• clocks.\as,;. they' .could';' g « t y i i l ^ | | 
ahold of and/^id 'thenv ;/:;in/M;'li^||l|||S;; 
ro/om/;;', If., you've1 never; h e a r ^ i ^ i x / | s | | | | | | 
clocks'; ticking..,' at "once—^ii;;;;doir^;i^!||||J 
l » . , i O. : - 1 ' ^ . _ . : ' ' j _ v l ' i ' 'Trii';'-;.:'A.'t'<','i;!'.\5!.;*fi'i^i 
/what ;good sports they were- I 
;/'think; tihey really enjoyed^ their 
/vol ley ball games and the ping 
; /pong matches. Why doesn't some 
class or team challange the fac-
•/u/lty: to a real first rate game? 
/ /There seems to be great possi-
/'/bilities for an exciting match-
| ; Almost as exciting as the Juniors 
^//taking/ the Seniors' for a swell 
|/ride? We won't print the final 
Z/sc|ore>/but it looks mighty bad 
S/for the tournament if the Seniors 
/ k e e p ; t he "good'' work upv ," 
/:> ;; We have very reliable informa-
y/tio/n t h a t some/new archery equip-
| /meh t t is coming, in * soon- Isn* 
,;,,,,„. :;gthalt: grand ? / That /means archery 
t | l ^ f | ; can / '^o las t ' / th ree ; new bows//and 
^^B^^'''^zein' new .arrows.,// And' 
| | / / / | ^ i t h | the old;equipment, there will 
IZ/l/li^/ibe/^plehty/for,. each^and-more.- for' 
t|:/^ |;;^ ;;;^ ;' bthears ;./;cpme;: on .•'• 
My love have flew 
Him done me dirt 
I did not know. 
Him were a flirt . 
To you unschooled 
Oih let me bid 
P A not be fooled-; 
As I did-
He have came. / 
He have went. 
He have left I all alone. 
He never come *to I. 
!He' never went to be-
It cannot was.—•Los Angeles Col-
legian-
Through the Week 
With the Y 
*Ss!"''V--.'.' 
' | | | | | | |jIt|Lo6^ 
; | | | | / | | | | | ; i ( C b n t ^ 'A 
| | | | /p/the:/ 'Re^ublic^^^ of' '•' ;beirig 
l l l ^ ^ / j i r i i n ^ /^ '..ojrie,-. ;way. ,:iri-
^ ^ | | ^ ; | E a ^ : / a i i ^ ( B r ; / ' in v:/the/ ^ West 
ftiisten for the presidents: speech-
heard them and turned off; all/^h/e 
alarms': with . ' ^ e ' ; ' W ^ i j ^ t l i i i i ^ - ; 
ing. :ever ,^; happened'./;/V';'/';//;/'////!/;;: 
•. ;• ;After/that ; ' e u t e ; / s k i t / ' t t e ' v ^ ^ 
mores ::;put/,on;:in,;;:;cl»p^ 
er day, Keyhole//''Kitty's;/;:'p)ittin|: 
her.' ;m^ney ;oh'.|them/"''to:;;;wm"lth^j' 
but / it seems /that•'.•.,F16ren/ce|;| 
Lerher,/ -not/being'/;afflicted/';/wiI&f|p:: fpp|;es//on;:-:;;this:;''t6ur. >/..The' campaign 
deafness; d id -andshe a n d ; h e r ; r M | / | | / | / | / I S ^ ^ i l ^ U / ^ b a W ^ . b e / ™ / 'or;'lost- ;this 
mates found the clocks, iined^theml * 
S. A. E.: Do you know that 
S. A. E.'/ maintains seven homes 
for the feebleminded? 
Rushee:' I thought you had 
more*'; chapters, than that.—Yellow 
Jacket. ' , 
Poet: Are. you the man that cut 
my hair last time? 
Barber: I don't think so, sir, I've 
only bSen here six months.—Los 
Angeles* Junior Collegian. , 
An assistant professor. of Eng-
lish, Mr. Botkin, of Oklahoma 
University, recently finished a 
book on "The -. Great American 
Wisecrack." Among his choice se-
lections is the one about the sign 
in the-restaurant wlu'ch road, "If 
the steak is too tough for you, get 
. out. This is no place for weak-
lings." ' ,. 
And another, one "included ' is 
about some fellow saying, "She" is 
not my best girl—just necks best." 
—Los Angeles Junior Collegian. 
Every year college deans pop 
the routine question to their un-
dergraduates: "Why did you come 
to' college? Traditionally the an-
swers match the question; in trite-
ness. But last year one Univer-
sity of Arizona co-ed unexpected-
ly confided: I came to/'be went 
with—but-1 ain't yet!"—Los; Ange-
les Collegian. 
/C'est Vrai. , 
To pass you swiftly on the street 
When you wave and gaily smile 
One would not know—to see us 
», ./..meet . .„.: 
What we meant such 'a little while 
Ago to each 4ther—you and I. 
I smile a very crooked smile 
And feel my poor heart die.—Kath-
ryn Watson. 
Say, look where I bit my forehead-
Silly/how could bite your fore-
l*eaaTi 
I stood inl a chair.—Enotah Echoes. 
a w s - i o u n d / l t o . d Q c ^ 
up outside ;the;door;;of/'onfe!/of|the:fti||l|i ;li!<J|||r>sideM/*'Ilbpsevelt;; has plunged 
culpritSv/-'Unfoiitunately,//the;;|cui^ ft!'!^s;;'S:^^';':4.i.^L-;„^^ _••. > • •___ '^^ 
p/rit wasn't deaf •.. either^;saf J ^ § j ^ ^ 
into/the/;campaign a s / a candid^-
|!s|^|^!^ii^ii.^fluii^;i/a;/;dtfferenb,-;.thing,'. and •m. 
Mi M his speeches are/ again ringing 
iii'/ii'- campaign/ liandon top seems to be 
l | | | | ; | |Litorary/^': :D gives'; /Lan-: 
^.. . '^§fjp0M:0/^m^^ but,/;it:: is slbwlyj 
golden: slipper.: I f / T h a t ' s / a ^ ^ B ^ p ^ l l S S S ^ 
' » . ••'',• • •. • ' . . . . V;;-"..'^ : '•.' .~''':-''......'.''L.frSVi.iWi?::v:';.J;:/N-,(:;;ii:;iW':i;ii1;^ -,.'•; ,'.'.'.'!. , . . . . - . ' . ; 
i 'nw';; ,^;^r«l l 'V«: .«^.«i i irf ;^/ i !^:»Wfls1;h' irAnl i . . ' P e g l e r , i n a i l I S S U P 
Constitution takes a 
//;ta"ctics/';,:i/;of ///Father 
iHni/that kis- ?' exteemely/;ijnter-: 
':rf/He/';!iiinakesiathe/;;:cohtontion 
.-• •..••v,i":yi"iv '< Si :'r'i gna w'tw•"» .?*iri!'/^ ,..,':ii"/iHi.i.-'"" October 23? 
/Have/ /you ihear^-about 
mpsp1iere: /of / the ; |^^ 
she*;1 
had. 
A,man in an asylum sat fishing 
:over a-flo(wer bed. A visiting Ma-
rine wishing to be jolly remark-
ed, ,'.'How many have you caught?" 
"You're the ninth," was the re-
ply]"—Shipmate-
"Goodness, George! This isn't 
our child.;; This is the wrong car-
/riage7'-.:?;/';/.;:;;;.;•' 
;;; "Shut up. • / This is a better car-
riage." —Wampus. 
:• Prof. Robert Burns wrote "To 
a/Field Mouse." 
//Stude:: Did he! get an answer? 
—Orahge^Peel. 
/Senior: There are a few, of us 
ytrho .let/ a;/fool kiss us, while oth-
^ s ; o f /us / le t /a kiss fool us, I 
•|'eard;^/^oin/an say the other night 
Blue Ridge—News came to the 
campus this week that Myra, Jenk-
ins, president of the Y on our 
campus, will be chairman of the 
Southern Studenjt Conference to 
be held a t Blue Ridge, N. C, in 
June. Delegates from ten South-
ern states will be present, and it is( 
a signal honor to be chairman-
Vespers—"Geteways to God" 
continues as the general theme 
for Vespers. At 6:45, Sunday, 
October .18,', Dean Hoy Taylor will 
speak en "Intelligence and Study 
as a Means to Know God". Choir 
and organ music will be under the 
direction of Mr. Noah. Crowds 
have been excellent so far, and 
we- especially urge attendance on 
•next Sunday night. . 
London Papers—A imember of 
the Regional Staff of the Y- W. 
C. A. has sent several recent 
weekly editions of the London 
Times to the G. S. C W. campus, 
which we are to forward to Af-
rica when we have read them. 
Drop by Atkinson Hall and. see 
what the British think of Hitler— 
or "The Great Ziegffeld". 
Sunday School—Class topics for 
Sunday are: Dr. Wells,*"The Story 
of Creation"; Dean Taylor, "Re-
ligitin' of the Greeks and Rom-
ans"; Miss Nelson, "The Spoken 
and Written Word"; Mr. Massey, 
"Home, and Foreign Missions"; 
Miss .Scott, "Women of the Bi-
ble: Sarah"; Miss -Napier, "The 
Spoken and Written Word". Miss 
Scott's,. class will meet in front 
of Terrell at 10:00 to go to her 
home for the lesson. 
New presidents of . Sunday-
-chool classes are: Nelle da Vitte, 
Martha King, Mary Mainor, Ma-^ > 
rietta Strout, Mary Stone, and 
Eolyne Greene. 
Committees—The six general Y 
committees met for organization 
on Thursday evening at 7:30. The 
World Affairs Committee, of which 
Evelyn Greeneis chairnian, is to 
take up soon "Women under Fas-
cism". The Social Research Com-
mittee, headed by Eolyne Greene, 
olans to study' the share-cropper 
in the South; housing conditions; 
and the campus situation regard-
ing honor, including disappear-
ance of books from the library. 
The Men-Women Relatons Com-
v/ittee will give early attention 
to our istandlards of matrimony1 
and their effect on divorce. To 
Coah Harner is chairman. 
T h e Worship Department, 
headed by Mary McGavock, will 
soon enter upon a study of the 
life of Jesus, a real study with 
notebooks and hard thinking. This 
department also plans; to assist in 
the compilation of an anthology of 
devotional prose and poetry, and 
use various campus meetings as 
laboratories,for testing these wor-
ship materials. 
Bonnie Burge is in charge of 
the Industrial Committee, which 
hopes to find some way out of the 
South's dilemma of the diminish-
ing cotton market. Resources of 
Nthe section in regard to the TVA 
and Carver's experiments with the 
peanut and sweet potato may also 
be taken up. 
tee will study the condition of the 
Suggestions 
(Continued from Page 1) 
application, a good picture and a 
neat, accurate letter of applica-
tion determine in a large meas-
ure whether or not the applicant 
receives consideration-
(10) Although grades do count 
to superintendents, the opinion of 
your critic teacher and your other 
instructors is* valued a great deal 
more in determining whether or 
not you are offered a position. 
(11) The number of positions 
and the . salaries are always de-
termined by the supply of' teach-
ers for that particular position. It 
is not always wise for a prospec-
tive, teacher to try to take what 
everyone else does. Last year 
there was a shortage of Latin, 
mathematics, science, home eco-
nomics, and commercial teacher's-
(12) Many girls fail to receive 
positions because they do not tell 
the Placement Bureau what they 
want and then keep in touch with 
the Bureau until they secure po-
sitions. 
(13) The inability of the Place-
ment Bureau or a superintendent 
to reach the teacher because of a 
visit away from home or insuffi-
cient address often causes a teach-
er to lose out on a prospective po-
sition. 
(14) Contacts with school people 
are always a help in securing a 
position. 
See Our Beautiful New Lamps, 
$1.00 Up 
'|A new line of the most stylish 
Stationery. Large assortments 
of flower bulbs. 
.,, Wootten's Book Store 
Jews under Hitler, and later the 
struggle between Russia and Ja-
pan. Mr- John Morgan of the 
Social Sciences department will 
speak next Tuesday in chapel on 
"Jews under Hitler: What Now?" 
Supper at Camel's Hump—Cab-
inet and Commission had a big 
time at Camel's Hump on Tuesday 
night- Good food, a bright fire, 
and some songs' and poetry added 
to the occasion. 
State Cabinet Meeting — T h e 
Georgia' State Cabinet of the Y. 
M. & Y- W- C A. nieets at Ag-
nes Scott on October 17-18- G. S-
C. W- is represented by Myra 
Jenkins, president; Margaret Gar-
butt, 1st vice-president; and Mary 
Elizabeth Dale, general secretary. 
Campcraft—The Campcraft hob-
by group reports 105 in the crowd 
that went to Nesbtt Woods the 
first of the week. But there's still 
room for .more! 
....Modern Novel—"Gone with the 
Wind" will be reviewed by Mrs-
McCullar's novel group on Friday, 
October 23, in Bell Parlor. 
S-phomore Commission — Com-
mission is studying the four char-
acteristics of a lady: sincerety, 
simplicity, sympathy, and serenity. 
"Sincerity" will be the topic for 
Wednesday, October 21st. Can you 
be sincere and popular, too? How 
niany points of view can a sin-
cere person hold? How sincere can 
you be with boys? 
TRY • S N O W ' S Excellent Dry Clean-ing—Prompt Delivery 
B E L L ' S 
Something new in the way 
of hose—-Se-ling, four strand. 
All pure silk from top to toe. 
All new fall shades. If you 
want good mileage in your 
hose, wear Se-ling* 
79c 
E. E. BELL COMPANY 
Color Schemes 
Whether G. S- C. W. girls have 
been exposed to college life two 
years or two-weeks, it seems that 
they are all devoted to pas'tel col-
or schemes. , A survey of one 
dormitory containing a represent-
ative group of Freshmen, Sopho-
mores, and Juniors shows that 
practically every girl has revert-
ed to lavender and old-lace. 
Out of 56 rooms, 25 had pink 
bedspreads, 25'had green, 14 blue 
and 12 yellow. A very few are 
white. Taking, into consideration 
that all of the furniture is dark 
green and each room has at least 
two, sometimes three, beds it is 
all too evident that some of the 
combinations might be well not 
worth seeing-
Curtains are consistently of 
ci'eam or ecru net, most all of 
them being violently beruffled. 
Only a curtain sale could have 
produced such "an abundance of 
butterflies and nondescript crea-
tures romping on such a plenti-
tude of ecru net-
A direct answer, to a color-
scheme surveyor's prayer was a 
room bed-spreaded and curtained 
in violent red. Like an oasis in a 
desert, or some other similar 
touching cliche-
Somebody w a s sui'prisingly 
original and revolutionary enough 
to buy, instead of sweet girlish 
boudoir curtains, tailored drapes 
with a black background figured 
with red flowers-,, 
In a minority were rooms with 
windows' curtained in chintz. 
Someone was far enough remov-
ed from the ordinary to have a 
brown taffeta bedspread, and in 
another room were green taffeta 
spreads. 
Interesting it is to note that in 
four. years the estimable Seniors 
have progressed in art apprecia-
Places to Avoid 
The Motorist—Blowout Idaho. 
The Pessimist—Joy, Arkansas-
The Roughneck—Niceiville, Fla. 
The King—Republic, Wash. 
The Hobo—Works, Mont. 
The Bolshevik—Flagstaff, Ariz. 
The Horsethief—Hanging Rock, 
The Athlete—Tuff, Texas- , 
The Logger-Head—Bui"ntwoods, 
Ore. 
The Dieter—Grub Gulch, Cal. 
The Bandit—Marshall, Texas. 
—Los Angeles Junio? Collegia'!!. 
Wanted—One gallon of striped 
paint and left-handed paint brush-
In turn will swap three pie 
stretchers.—The Cadet Bugler. 
If the. barber who shaves Gen-
eral Hsi Shan ever makes a slip 
there will be one less genera^ in 
China. Four of the general's 
bodyguards point cocked pistols at 
the barber's head while he shaves 
the jittery general—The Campus 
Canopy. 
tion not one whit. Out of 19 rooms, 
there were 9 yellow bedspreads, 8 
blue, 8 pink, 3 white, and 1 laven-
der. The Seniors seem to lean to-
ward solid-colored curtainsi, as 
there were quite a few rooms 
with either green, pink, or yellow 
curtains. But there was still a 
quantity of ecru net. Four years 
have presumably stunted the 
Seniors' originality because there 
was not one even faintly interest-
ing spread or pair of curtains-
Thei*e might be something in 
trfe idea to make college rules for-
bidding room decoration in pas-
tels or ruffles. And let this serve 
as a lesson to all Freshmen—you 
shouldn't have listened to those 
upperclassmen when they told you 
what kind of spreads to bring off 
to college—they wouldn't know-
We Asked One Question of 200 Men and Women 
"Which Pen is Your Choice forStTfJ& tuui"tZeMttiy?* 
And 2 to 1 Selected Parker's Laminated Pearl* 
—•The sacless Vacumatic with The Parker point is Scratch-proof 
Ever-Visible Ink Supply and - P ^ 0 " 8 H « k u i a combined with 
' inanr ** T I- r» ' / \ \ S o l i d G o l d . 
102% more Ink Capacity than 
Old Style — G UARANTEED 
Mechanically Perfect 
Yes, other things being equal, 
style-minded people would choose the 
Parker Vacumatic for beauty alone! 
But other things, too, including per-
formance, make this revolutionary in-
vention the national favorite by a 
still bigger margin—by 9 to 4.** 
One important difference—its ink 
supply is ever visible—the ENTIRE 
length of the barrel. Thus it shows 
days ahead WHEN IT'S RUNNING 
LOW. , 
Another greal difference is the pat-
ented Parker filler. There's no other 
like it. It requires no sliding piston 
immersed in ink—its working ports 
are scaled in the top WHERE INK 
CAN NEVER TOUCH THEM— 
can never decompose them. 
Every student needs this miracle 
writer that doesn't "let you down" by 
running dry in classes or exams. , 
Go and see this luminous, lami-
nated Pearl Beauty at any good store 
selling pens.- The Parker'' Pen COM 
Janesville, Wis. „ ' 
rarker 
BUARANTIIO MECHANICALLY PIHFICT • l 
Junior, $5 
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Corinthian 
(Continued from Page 1) 
The Corinthian will again spon-
sor the annual literary contest ac» 
, cording to an announcement dur-
ing their chapel program. The 
information concerning the con-
test is printed here so that the 
' rules and regulations will be per-
fectly clear to those interested in 
entering material. 
The contest will be divided into 
two competing sections—one for 
the freshmen and one for upper-
classmen- Competition will be in 
four fields of literary composition 
--the short story, the essay, poet-
ry, and drama. Each division—the 
freshman division and the upper-
classman division—will have three 
• judges, two of which will be chos-
en outside of the college. From 
their decisions prizes |of books 
.. will be awarded for the- best con-
tribution of each type in each 
section. Winning contributions 
will be printed in the first issue 
of the Corinthian. 
' Definite rules for entering the 
contest are: 
1. Students must present their 
work- under pseudonyms — their 
'•real names should be placed in a 
sealed envelope and handed in with 
their work. 
2. The contribution may be 
' typed, but it is not necessary. 
- 8. All' contributions must be in 
by October 29, before the week-
end home-go^ng. 
4'. Bring all contributions to the 
office' Room 15, Arts. A box. to 
place contributions will be there. 
The first/ edition of the Cor*in-
thian, carrying the winning" arti-
cles, is .Scheduled to be off the 
' p r e s s by Thanksgiving. 
Flossie The 
Freshman 
•i?i^.'':;:V'."Vsf;,;.v' 
K 
I 
• -s,V;,Ji'(.;;j. 
MM 
m 
^ h j ^ Time Last Year 
^-"-rT-he-educators >of the sixth dis-
trict/of Georgia had convened at 
TG^S^C.-W. on October 14, 1935. 
^Chancellor/ S- V. Sanford presided 
.over' the meeting. A barbecue 
was given on the front campus. 
^The announcement had just been 
\^iakdei-rtlaa,t Frances Muldrow of 
iMilledigeville, had placed, first in 
Ithe^English and history freshmen. 
iJplacement tests and was among 
the^firat ten in mathematics. Ed-
ith^ Catherine Murphy of Atlanta 
' ledif\the;list in Science and came 
third; vdn mathematics. Harriott 
•Smith,/:of Albany, placed first in 
' the«mathematics test. 
',:':"[IiEleven?students had been eleet-
.i''..«'d .^to:Amemb'ershipi in the Jesters. 
j^'Dixie; Barrett had entered col-
vlegei Viat .the? astounding age of 
rifburteen. ::;-/-
Kills 
•m 
IteM'Pl.S 
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Loffetta Young & Don Ameche 
m 
"RAMONA'' 
"•••pEBrNESDAY^OqT.'.2r. 
j- Roger Pryor in ; 
W:^ITTING' ON THE 
S-%k \MOON",, ' I: 
^THURSDAY, OCT. 22 
|. Frank; Morgan & Steffi Duna 
"DANCING PIRATE" 
W: 
^J^RIDAY.'OjCT. 23 . 
Writer 'Abel & Una Merkel 
f'WE WENT TO COL-
S ' -LEGE"-
(Editor's note: It v seems that 
the omission of Flossie the Fresh-
man last week did not meet with 
general approval, as a contribu-
tion has been turned in very sim-
ilar to her efforts. With the es-
tablishment—at last—of a gos-
sip column, we do not know 
whether any more of Flossie's 
epistles will be forthcoming. But 
here's a brand new one—we might 
add we think it out-rFlossies Flos-
sie herself). 
Dear Mama, 
I guess you and Papa, think 
that this Home Ec course I'm tak-
ing ain't improved my budgeting 
any, but honest mamma my last 
dime has slipped through my fing-
ers—and it was my fault. It's like 
this: I seen a big sign out by the 
bulletin board (that's a big glass 
case they put all the ads in) that 
said the moving picture "Lady Be 
Careful" was to be here. As, I 
remembered them was the last 
words you said to me, I thought 
I'd better see .it And, Mamma, I 
was robbed! It must be another 
one of them like "Les Miserable®" 
(I ain't told anybody about the 
time I thought that was "Lame 
as a Robin") cause I didn't get the 
point. I asked my room-mate 
and she just laughed and laughed-
Maybe I'm ignorant I really don't 
have no idea she caught on—she 
just don't want1*me,.to know that 
she didn't. "Lady Be Careful" was 
about a big boat with a lot of sail-
ors on it. And the sailors didn't 
look a mite better'n that sailor-
boy on account of who you whup-
ped me onct. 
Now last week they had a pret-
ty good picture show. It was the 
Jones family in "Back to Nature." 
Somehow or other it kinda made 
me homesick on account of how 
it reminded me of that Labor Day 
when me and you and papa and 
John Henry and Sudie and Aunt 
Bertha and her family*went up;ito 
Simpson's bridge. The only dif-
ference was we went packed up 
in a wagon and the Jones family 
went packed up in a real up-to-
date trailer. But—as I've heard 
Papa' say, time and time again, 
you can't keep up with the Jones-
es. , 
I had a card from Zoni Mae 
over at Wesleyan this coming 
Wednesday was a week ago and 
she's really' getting her lfoney's 
worth. She said they just dressed 
up crazy and had a rip-roaring 
good time and for initiation. No-
body got hurt and not no classes 
was disrupted and she says- that's 
just a real niice way to- learn 
folks. She come across Uncle El-
mer's first cousin's daughter . by 
his second wife and she was some 
surprised and pleased-like to run 
up on her kin folks. 
It's time for the leleidtric- lights 
to blow out and I've got to put, 
on my house slippers to keep from 
catching athlete's foot But I 
will say one other thing (and I 
mean it). If you'll persuade Pappa 
to sell my little red rooster and 
send me the fifty cents Mrs. Blot-
to Dinglehoofer (you know, that 
German lady that's moved oyer to 
the old Horney place) I'll, be real 
smart and pass English A. 
Yours, . .'. • 
Flossie. 
P. S- Can I go home that week-
end we have off with one of my 
sweet-mates? She's real nice and 
her name is Lula Bobo. She lives 
at Tyty. 
,Love, 
F. P. 
Faculty Photos 
Need Re-doing 
Says Stall 
ll 
i^i! ' 
SATURDAY OCT. 24 
A Charles Starrett.in 
"SECRET PATROL" 
In looking through the 1936 
Spectrum, we find it • surpris-
ingly difficult to recognize, in 
the section headed Faculty, the 
paragons of knowledge at whose 
feet we have sat" In some cas-
es, we have the feeling that 
we have strayed into one of 
those picture galleries which 
challenge us to recognize the 
baby pictures, of well known 
people. We feel that such gal? 
leries have their place but that 
place is. not in the Faculty sec-
tion of the Spectrum. We ap-
peal to the faculty members to 
"elevate this section from the 
level of a guessing game by 
having new pictures made this 
year. 
The Spectrum staff lias been 
able to secure the services of 
photographers. 
The photographers who re-
ceived the Spectrum contract 
this year have a reputation of 
doing unusually fine work..The 
Gaspar Ware Studio in Atlan-
ta is well known for their spe-
cialization in annual work and 
the staff is confident that with 
cooperation from faculty and 
students the photography will 
be a success. 
BookShelf 
al-
ad-
Seein 'the Cinemas 
Lovely Loretta Young will be 
sseen in the title role of Helen 
Hunt Jackson's romance, "Ra-
mona," Monday and Tuesday at 
the Campus. Co-starring with her 
is Don Ameche, in the part of 
Alessandrp. They head an ex-; 
ceptional cast including Kent Tay^ 
lor, Pauline Frederick, and Kath-
erine De Mille. The new ver-
sion of the story is produced en-
tirely . in • prefected Technicolor, 
whose sensitive reproduction brings 
to' the world one of the beauty 
spots of Western America—the 
mountain meadows of historic 
Warner Ranch. , 
Wednesday's offering is "Sit-
ting1 on the M'oon" starring Rog-
er Pryor, Grace Bradley; William 
Newell and Pert Kelton. 
Another picture in ' color—this 
time the first dancing musical in 
] one hundred per cent technicolor-
will be shown on Thursday only. 
It's "Dancing Pirate" introducing 
a new dancing star—Charles Col-
lins, a sensational performer, and 
>.a,ls!o ,sfi|arring' Steffi Dunna and 
Charles 'Morgan. 
"We Went to College"" is billed 
for Friday with a cast including 
Charles Butterworth, Walter Abel, 
Hugh Herbert, and Una Merkel; 
If your idea of humor includes 
BuUerwonth and Hei'bert, you'll 
like it—however,, it's "recommended 
with reservations. 
PHOTO FINISHING 
< $/?fkU.. ANY SIZE ROLL FILM AND 
0 PRINTS, CDTCOIN 
REPRINTS. 3 CENTS EACH 
QAt. PHOTO SHOP 
iBOXeia.AUCUBTA. 0/ 
(Continued from Page 2) 
tempt to discover "what has 
ways been American" and he 
mits frankly that "the emphas-
is is on the Midwest in its long en-
deavor to Americanize the East." 
A hint us to .his conception of 
what is American can be.gleaned 
from the fact that he finds his 
illustrative material in the lives 
of John Humphrey Noyes, Wil-
liam James, William Jennings 
Bryan, Irvin Berlin, and Henry 
Ford, c|- each of whom he.'writes 
a short sketch. 
: A third section of the book is 
devoted to a most pertinent ques-
tion, that of enabling American 
Democracy to escape the opposing 
extremes of Fascism and Commun-
ism. Here most of us can agree 
with the principles Seldes' es-
tablishes, but as a guide he 
is, regrettably, not- very prac-
tical. The enemies of American 
Democracy may be, as Seldes 
says, ignorant of the true signif-
icance of American history atK 
tradition, but it is not particularly 
helpful for-those of us who want 
to preserve American Democracy 
to read that "it is not, therefor 
so important to find a path be-
tween Fascism and. Communism 
as it is to restore to Americans 
their . sense of freedom, their 
sense of endless possibilities, their 
right to work for what they 
want." Can. those pioneer virtues 
be .restored to Americans now, or 
have we gone already too far to-
wards the social stratification and 
solidification which are incom-
patible with them? And are not 
the very words Seldes employs to 
describe democratic virtues sus-
ceptible to use by either Com-
munistic or Fascistic ideologists? 
The vocabularies of all radical 
movements are strikingly similar, 
and Seldes does not advance us 
far along the road between the 
extremes by borrowing from them.' 
Seldes errs in not making his 
incisions clearer, but in spite of 
his vagueness, or perhaps be-
cause of it,. he has covered a lot 
of ground. His book is eminent-
ly worth owning, reading and dis-
cussing. And rereading. But it 
must not be taken too seriously-
To do so would just, about destroy 
your faith in everything you have 
believed in, except America. And 
that America would be an 'Amei*-
ica of the commonplace, the 
ordinary, ,the vulgar. 
Campaign Is On 
As Candidates 
Are Presented 
Mallory Star 
Test Papers Murk Themselves 
Examination papers which grade 
themselves automatically, disclos-
ing to students immediately wheth-
er their answers are right or 
wrong, have been produced by a 
Mississippi College professor. Un-
der each question are listed sev-
eral answers, one of which is cor-
rect With a fountain pen filled 
with water the student traces the; 
number preceding the, answer he 
believes is right. If the number 
changes from black to blue, he is 
correct, but if it changes to red; 
he is wrong.—Popular Mechanics 
Magazine. 
85 Sheets 
FILLER PAPER 
N 
Standard Size 5c 
CULVER & KIDD 
G. E. A. 
(Continued from Page 1) 
program in public schools; J. L. 
Allman, who spoke on the Nation-
al Youth Administration. 
The afternoon session was giv-
en over to meetings of the Geor-
gia High School Association, the 
High School Principals Associa-
tion, Georgia Home Economics 
Association, Elementary^ Prinei-i 
pals' and Class Room Teachers' 
Association for Childhood Educa-
tion,; and1 the Georgia State Music 
Association. 
Monday morning in chapel some 
of the members of Miss Pound's 
Political Science class presented to 
the student ..body resumes the 
lives and services. Thursday morn^ 
ing Dean Taylor gave a short talk 
telling the students the require-
ments and conditions for voting. 
In last week's issue of the Col-
onnade the four minor candidates 
were presented to you. This week 
the chosen two are Alfred Moss-
man Landon and William Lemke. 
Landon, presidential candidate 
for the Republican party, is 49 
years old and was born in Mid-
dlesex, Pa. He early showed an 
interest in politics. When but four 
years out of college he organized 
his county for Theodore Roosevelt. 
He has been a county, district and 
state party chairman. He manag-
ed the campaign of Gov. Clyde 
Reed successfully in 1928, unsuc-
cessfully in 1932. Since 1933, 
Landon, as governor- of Kansas, 
claims to have balanced the budg-
et of Kansas, liquidated the state 
debt of $22,000,000 and put the 
state on a sound financial basis. 
Landon believes that the launch-
ing of new businesses must be en-
couraged by having a sound Fed-
eral policy and that the security 
of us all depends on ..the good 
management of our common af-
fairs. Economic liberty must be 
sustained for political, liberty to 
survive. In the future we must re-
store the Constitution to an ef-
ficient as well as constitutional 
basis. These are some of his con-
tentions. 
Landon is not a good speaker; 
he has a good mind but is not 
intellectual. He represents the 
mass of the Middle Class and im-
presses the average citizen as be-
ing of sound judgement and mod-
erate opnion. 
William Lemke' is the fifty-eight 
year old candidate of the Union. 
Party. He is undeniably the fore-
most candidate among those listed 
in America a sthirdi parties- ' He 
was born in Minnesota and has 
spent ial of his life in' that section. 
He practiced law a few years 
in Fargo, North Dakota and then 
worked for a while in Mexico. 
He served as a member of the 
national executive committee of 
the Republican party, as Attorney 
General of North Dakota from 
1932-33 and ha§_been a member of 
the National Congress snee 1933. 
The ( decisive point of Mr. 
Lemke's career is undoubtedly his 
association with the Non-Partisan 
League. His interest inl agrai*ian 
factors has never wavered and he 
has spent much of his tme in. Con-
gress in advancing the Frazier-
Lemke farm mortgage bills. 
The Union party represents a 
(Continued from Page 1) 
perfect role of Meg. Joyce Micckle, * 
a freshman, should inalce an ad-
mirably fragile Bethi while Fred-
erica Morris, another freshman, is 
well suited to the role of Amy. 
Virginia Forbes has been aptly as-
signed to the role of Marmee, and 
Edna Lattimore sho'uid do Aimt ; 
March to perfecton. -
' The cast will be composed com-
pletely of students, with girls tak-
ing the male roles as,well. Bern-
adette Sullivan will be Laurie, 
Mai-y Kethley will play John 
Brooks, Mignonette Stocker will 
be seen as Mr. Bhaer; and Flor-
ence Lerner, a transfer from New 
York University, will play Mr.. 
March. 
Rehearsals will start immediate- . 
ly with the production set for an 
early date. 
Cadets 
(Continued fi'om Page 1) 
to give instruction in elementary 
and cultural-subject matter. Each 
group of students will teach for 
a period of six weeks and will 
then be relieved by another group. 
Those who have been selected to 
teach during the second six weeks 
of the fall quarter are Kate Blue, 
Miriam Tanner,. Ruth; Allen, and _J„ 
Doris Dupree. Students for the ' 
winter and; spring quarters will 
be selected later. Regular college v 
credit for practice teaching will 
be given for this work. 
'The supervisors in charge of 
this work, who will also work for 
a period of six weeks include Dr. 
Little, Miss Marta^i. Phifer, Dr. 
Euri Belle Bolton, Mr. Thaxton,. , 
Miss Cecelia Bason, Dr. Meadows. .., 
Dr. Little is working with the ^ 
first group. After the first six 
weeks Miss Phifer will take oyer 
the supervision of the next group s 
of students. 
radical coalition formed by Father 
Coughlin. It aims to uite Share-
the-wealth followers of the late 
Huey Long now led by the Rev-
Gerald Smith, with Coughlin's 
Social Justice outfit'and the some-, 
what disoi'ganized Townsendites, 
who demand ultra pensions for old 
age. Lemke is concentrating his 
platform on a government central 
bank, with • complete control of 
money and credit, which would is-
sue new currency to retire all 
government bonds, and refinance 
all farm and home mortgages. 
Come in and get your 
Free Pencil. 
SUPER SHOE SERVICE 
Ladies Work Our Specialty 
Phone 120—"We Deliver" 
Assorted Colors 
' IN, ' , , ' 
Balbriggan Pajamas 
$1.79 
THE; UNION 
If your name appears in this 
ad you are entitled to one dress 
FREE. 
Sadie Hall 
ODORLESS CLEANERS " 
BINFORD'S 
D R U G S 
Milledgeyille, Ga. 
Take your dry cleaning to 
Protective Cleaners and win 
$3.00 in dry cleaning. Watch 
for the date of the drawing* 
Get your number in the box! 
Protective Cleaners 
»' 
Harper's Shoe Shop is now lo-
cated at 122 South Wayne 
Street* Just above Miller's Ten 
Cent Store. Your patronage 
will be appreciated. Phone 215. 
GIFTS THAT LAST 
J. C. GRANT CO. 
We Specialize in Watch 
Repairing1 
69c Sheer Hose 
LAWRENCES 
REX CAPE 
And ICE CREAM PARLOR 
From a nickel hot dog 
to a banquet •. ] 
' DOUBLE-HEADER ICE 
CREAM CONES :$$.! 
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